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Stephanie Plum is down on her luck. She's lost her job, her car's on the brink of repossession, and

her apartment is fast becoming furniture-free. Enter Cousin Vinnie, a low-life who runs a bail-bond

company. If Stephanie can bring in vice cop turned outlaw Joe Morelli, she stands to pick up

$10,000. But tracking down a cop wanted for murder isn't easy...And when Benito Ramirez, a

prize-fighter with more menace than mentality, wants to be her friend Stephanie soon knows what

it's like to be pursued. Unfortunately the best person to protect her just happens to be on the run...
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What a book. This was hilariously funny. Stephanie Plum is from NJ and having some money

problems. Sold her furniture, her car has gotten repo and next she will be needing a place to live if

she doesn't come up with an idea fast. She goes to see her cousin Vinnie ( Bail bondsman ) looking

for a job. The job had just been filled but the bounty hunter he used was having surgery. Stephanie,

newly employed as bounty hunter. After all you get 10% and she would get 10k for bringing Joe

Morelli in. Joe is a former cop and is running from Murder One. Stephaine and Joe do go back to

growing up. This was a great book! Very funny, Ms. Evanovich really has a gift for writing a story in

a very refreshing way! The " who done it " I couldn't tell until it happened. The pages just kept

turning as the characters were very real, and enjoyable! I can't wait to read the next one!

Stephanie Plum has been out of work for months. With her savings gone and her car repossessed,



she's desperate enough to ask her cousin Vinnie for a job. But the filing job she went in for has been

filled, so she decides to try her hand at bounty hunting. After all, how hard can it be?Turns out to be

plenty hard. After all, most of the criminals won't come when asked politely. And she did target Joe

Morelli, a cop on the run trying to prove he was framed. Still, that huge paycheck and a shared past

keep her focused on Morelli. But when boxer Benito Ramirez starts dogging her trail, she begins to

suspect she's in over her head. Can she survive long enough to bring Morelli in?I've been hearing

lots about these books, but hadn't had a chance to try one yet. Wish I hadn't waited so long. The

writing style is engaging and the pace fast. I had a hard time putting the book down and couldn't

stop thinking about it when I did. When the book ended, I started looking around for the second to

see what would happen next to the main characters.It's easy to see why this series is so popular.

The fun characters and storyline make for quick, light reading. I'm looking forward to catching up on

the seven books I haven't read yet and hope to enjoy visits with these characters for many years to

come.

Let's face it - the basic premise of this book is so whacked that you just gotta laugh before you even

start reading it! Stephanie Plum, a down on her luck and out of work lingerie buyer cons her cousin,

Vinnie, into giving her a job as a "recovery agent", a skip tracer, a bounty hunter. She's brash,

vulgar, feminine, cute, sexy, tarty, sassy, funny and, on top it of it all, she's got balls made of brass.

She actually believes she's qualified to chase down an old high school acquaintance, Joe Morelli,

now a hardened career cop charged with murder and skipping bail.The dialogue is perfect - smack

dab in the centre of a triangle cornered by New York police procedural, hammed up sit-com and

cute romance! Yeah, yeah, yeah ... really hard to believe, I know! But Evanovich pulls it off, doles

out a generous helping of laugh out loud writing and manages to keep the whole book light enough

to polish off at a single sitting! Stephanie's grandmother is completely off the wall and positively

hilarious.Now if only she could have figured out a way to resolve the mystery part of the plot without

resorting to the painfully trite clichÃ© of the gloating criminal holding the heroine at gunpoint

explaining how nasty he intends to be in intricate, precise detail! And, puhleeeze ... our hero,

Morelli, just HAPPENED to catch the whole conversation on tape which of course exonerates him

completely from the murder charge.Full marks for the fluff - humour, romance, characterization,

banter, dialogue! Failing grade on plot! OK, we'll call it 3-stars and let everybody decide for

themselves whether they want to take on the second book in the series. I'm going to give "Two for

the Dough" a read and see how it goes!Paul Weiss



I have read all of the Stephanie Plum series and can not wait until the next one comes out. These

books are a definate joy for anyone who has ever had a bad day go worse. When reading these

books I try to be alone, not only to be undisturbed but also because I laugh so loud I disturb others.

At a book signing I learned Janet is as funny in person as in her books, she comes by the humor

naturally. Stephanie always finds herself in situtations due to her lack of a better career and her

stuborn personality that will not allow her to listen to others advice. Stephanie is a very real

character that is very easy to identify with even if you don't live life as close to the edge as she

does. The stories have it all from danger, humor, sexuality, and moves so well that you carry it

around hoping to find a few minutes to read just a little bit more. This whole book keeps you coming

back for more with great characters that are humorous and outrageous, but could easily be

someone you already know. One of my favorite characters is the grandmother that gets into just

about as much trouble as Stephanie. Read this first one and I guarantee you will be back for the rest

of the series.
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